Ground and excited states of vanadium hydroxide isomers and their cations, VOH(0,+) and HVO(0,+).
Employing correlation consistent basis sets of quadruple-zeta quality and applying both multireference configuration interaction and single-reference coupled cluster methodologies, we studied the electronic and geometrical structure of the [V,O,H](0,+) species. The electronic structure of HVO(0,+) is explained by considering a hydrogen atom approaching VO(0,+), while VOH(0,+) molecules are viewed in terms of the interaction of V(+,2+) with OH(-). The potential energy curves for H-VO(0,+) and V(0,+)-OH have been constructed as functions of the distance between the interacting subunits, and the potential energy curves have also been determined as functions of the H-V-O angle. For the stationary points that we have located, we report energies, geometries, harmonic frequencies, and dipole moments. We find that the most stable bent HVO(0,+) structure is lower in energy than any of the linear HVO(0,+) structures. Similarly, the most stable state of bent VOH is lower in energy than the linear structures, but linear VOH(+) is lower in energy than bent VOH(+). The global minimum on the potential energy surface for the neutral species is the X(3)A" state of bent HVO, although the X(5)A" state of bent VOH is less than 5 kcal/mol higher in energy. The global minimum on the potential surface for the cation is the X(4)Σ(-) state of linear VOH(+), with bent VOH(+) and bent HVO(+) both more than 10 kcal/mol higher in energy. For the neutral species, the bent geometries exhibit significantly higher dipole moments than the linear structures.